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 The glass slides and “Balopticon” projector featured 
here were the slide technology of the early 20th
century. (The 35mm slides and projectors most of us 
are familiar with were not common until after WWII.)
 Companies like the Keystone View Company of 
Meadville PA produced these glass slides. They were 
purchased and distributed to schools in NY by the 
state education department. The materials on display 
were part of the old Normal school’s AV stock.



 The originals were black and white. The color images 
are hand tinted or colored. 
 The image was on one glass plate, another was laid 
over it, and they were taped together with a black tape 
to make a protective “sandwich.”
 Following are a pair of images, the black and white 
original and the hand colored version. The scene is 
“Italy Hollow,” near Penn Yan NY.


 The slides truly capture a vanished world. In addition 
to the bird slides focused on here, the collections 
includes scenes of not only the U.S., but many other 
countries of the world.
 For years after coming to the archives the slides were 
left alone, but one day the archivist succumbed to 
temptation and started to go through them…
 It was discovered that the slides were no longer in order, so 
a student assistant went through them, and put them in 
order by broad subjects, “Birds,” “New York” etc. 
 As the archivist worked with her on this, the bird slides 
stood out not only because of an interest in bird watching, 
but also because unlike most of the slides, which do not 
have named photographers, the bird ones do.
 It dawned on the archivist that these slides were the work 
of pioneering ornithologists and birders of the modern era.
 At  the turn of the last century various factors changed 
birding and ornithology. One was growing concern 
about conservation and the loss of bird species.
 While primitive by today’s standards, binoculars and 
cameras were making it possible to study birds without 
having to shoot them so as to study them.
 Ornithology began to emerge as an academic 
discipline in this era.

 There was no Peterson’s field guide, let alone a Sibley’s. 
Peterson’s first field guide to birds came out in 1934. 
His genius was to combine elements of previous 
guides, streamlining ID text & highlighting prominent 
features in his images in a way that worked well in the 
field.
 Before him there were a few guides, one of which was 
Chapman’s Birds of Eastern North America. The 
images following are of a 1904 edition that belonged to 
a Mrs. Willson of NJ.






 Beebe was another small town businessman like 
Burtch, in his case in Arcade NY. 
 One mention of him in the Arcade Herald listed him 
as one of the winners of a trap shooting contest; 
shooting skill honed in part by collecting bird 
specimens…?
 Following are some of the slides of birds in the collection. 
 There have been changes in some populations, for example, 
Eastern Bluebirds were then more common, although the 
trend for their population is positive since the 1960s.
 Naming conventions have changed since these slides were 
done, and entire names have changed in a few cases.
 The workflow is not clear, but it does seem that in a few 
cases the photographer’s notes re color or identity were 
misread or overlooked.







































 https://digitalcommons.brockport.edu/bird_slides/
 Of a feather: a brief history of American birding. 
Weidensaul, 2008.
 In the field, among the feathered: a history of birders 
and their guides. Dunlap, 2011. 
 Ebay.com, abebooks.com and estate sales to start your 
own collection of vintage birding guides and optics!
